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A case phase analysis of reconstruction and online binding 
 
This paper argues that Binding properties of copies, as illustrated by Reconstruction and Online 
binding effects (“Barss” sentences”, 1986) derive from a Case phase analysis (Canac-Marquis 2005) 
according to which uninterpretable feature checking (e.g. Case) defines potential phase categories and 
subsumes local binding domains. The analysis aims to illustrate how core phenomena of language, such as 
the binding/reconstruction properties of copies, can result from the necessity of meeting the requirement 
of the C/I systems and the internal language at their interface. 
 Basic cases of Online binding are shown in (1) for A-movement and (2) for A-bar movement. The 
anaphor in (1), for instance, is located above the c-command domain of the antecedent, yet binding is 
licensed. Standard analyses for (1a) have maintained that either the subject constituent may reconstruct in 
object position to allow proper binding (Chomsky 1986, Barss 1986, Lebeaux 1988), or that anaphor 
binding is an “anywhere” condition (e.g. Belleti and Rizzi 1988), applying before or after A-movement. 
None of these proposals however seems compatible with a minimalist analysis in terms of derivation by 
phase (Chomsky 2000, 2001). For one, Lasnik (2003) argues convincingly that there is no reconstruction 
in A-chains. Further, if vP and CP are the relevant strong phases (Chomsky 2000;2001), it is technically 
impossible for the subject-raising constituent to spell out in vP -thereby allowing binding of its embedded 
anaphor at the C/I interface- before it reaches its surface position in TP where Case is checked. This 
follows from the fundamental minimalist assumption (Chomsky 1995) the uninterpretable features, such 
as Case, must delete prior to spell out to C/I interface. Related problems will be shown to apply to A-bar 
movement cases such as (2). 
 According to the alternative analysis of “online binding” developed here, phase domains correlate 
with Case checking projections, such as TP, AgrP/vP , ApplP, PP. As Case must delete prior to spell out, 
categories involved in case-checking are the minimal phase or spell out points in a derivation. As shown 
in Canac-Marquis (2005), these minimal phase points actually correlate with local binding domains, as in 
(3). Basic binding examples such as (4-5) and others will be briefly reviewed. Under this proposal, the 
case-checking point of an XP also technically determines its lowest entry point at the C/I interface, i.e. the 
lowest reconstruction point of a XP. And this is supported as a fundamental generalization: reconstruction 
does not occur in A-chains (Lasnik 2003), as the head of the A-chain is case-checked, and reconstruction 
applies at tails of argument A-bar Chains, where case is checked. 
 As pointed out at the outset, Online binding such as (1) and (2) are challenges to a standard 
derivation by phase analysis. Under the Case phase approach though, Online binding phenomena can be 
can be traced back to the entry point of an anaphor at C/I interface. In (1), as the anaphor himself is case-
marked by the preposition of, nothing prevents of himself to spell out as a member of the vP/AgrP phase 
prior to DP-raising to subject, as shown in (6). At that point, the experiencer object can also be case-
checked and both DP enter C/I at the same vP/AgroP phase, satisfying Condition A in (3). Just as the spell 
out of himself can be anticipated in (1), it can in turn be delayed in (2): While the DP containing of himself 
has been case checked in the vP position, the whole DP is pied piped to check the Wh-feature and of 
himself can piggy bag on the DP until it reaches a point in the derivation (e.g. intermediate spec of CP 
position), where it can check its case and spell out, marking its entry point at C/I interface. That entry 
point corresponds to its local phase binding domain, which in this case is defined by the next case-
checking category TP, which properly contains the antecedent: Condition A, as defined in (3), is satisfied. 
The paper discusses related cases, such as anti-reconstruction effects in (7a,b) and how 
reconstruction does not actually need to apply to allow binding in (8) and concludes on remarks to the 
effect that core properties of reconstruction/online binding phenomena are defined by the nature of the 
interaction of the internal language and the C/I systems at their interface. 
 
 



1. a. [each other’s supporters]i frightened the candidates ti 
b.[this picture of himselfi] seems to Johni to be horrible  
 

2. a. *Johni thinks Mary likes [a picture of himselfi]? 
b. [which picture of himselfj]i does Johnj think Mary likes ti 
 

3.  Binding condition A & B: 
Condition A: a reflexive is bound in its phase at spell out 
Condition B: a pronoun is free in its phase at spell out 

 Legend ( = phase ; John = trace/copy ; John = phase Spell out 
4.  [TP[Johni] ([AgroP himselfi/*him [vPJohni likes himself i /*him]]] 
5.  [TP[Johni] ([AgroP himselfi/*him [vP John believes [TP himself i /*him to have won]]] 
6. [TP ([AgrP [DPthe candidate ]i [AgrP[DPeach otheri’s] supporters]j [vP frightened tj ti …] 
 
7. a. *[Which picture of Johni]j does hei like tj 

b. *himi, Mary said that Johni likes ti 
 

8.  Which picture of himselfj]i does Johnj like ti 
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